This article provides information about meta-heuristic optimization algorithms which use interval analysis. Strategies of interval genetic algorithm and adaptive interval algorithm are given. Efficiency of the developed algorithms is demonstrated by the solution of technical system design problems: pressure vessel and speed reducer designs.
Introduction
Meta-heuristic algorithms give high-quality solutions in the most practically significant cases. Such algorithms do not guarantee determination of the best solution, but the main advantage is that they have lower computational complexity. Thus they can be applied to complicated problems without additional constraints on problem statement (differentiability, convexity and etc.). Also these methods do not use necessary and sufficient optimality conditions.
Existing methods of optimization include various techniques such as numerical differentiation, random variable generation and etc. There is a need in development of new approaches in order to improve the efficiency and accuracy. Possible approach consists in the use of interval analysis [4, 5, 6 ] coupled with metaheuristic strategies [2, 13] .
Existing interval optimization methods can be divided into a few groups:
• methods of unconstrained optimization (Moore-Skelboe algorithm, IchidaFujii algorithm, Dussel algorithm, interval simulated annealing, graph subdivision method, interval explosion search, SOIBCEA and etc. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ),
• methods of constrained optimization (Hansen method, Moore method and etc. [4, 6] ).
In the following work it will be shown how two interval meta-heuristic optimization algorithms (interval genetic algorithm and adaptive interval algorithm) can be applied to solve technical system design problems.
Interval Analysis. Definitions and Notations
The main idea of interval analysis [4, 5, 6] is that real numbers are surrounded with intervals and real vectors -with interval vectors, or boxes. Hereafter, letters in square brackets ([a] = [a l ; a u ]) will be used to denote intervals and bold letters in square brackets
Each interval has the following characteristics:
• width:
• midpoint of nonempty and finite interval:
The same parameters are defined for boxes. Lower and upper bounds and midpoint become vectors, width is now calculated as maximum of components' widths.
Interval hull of a set X ⊂ R n is the smallest box (box with minimum width) [X] , that contains X. If the set is surrounded by square brackets it means that we consider its interval hull.
The set of intervals is denoted by IR, set of boxes -by
). Inclusion function allows to get a priori estimate of function's range even if it is nonconvex or disconnected. If all variables are substituted with intervals and all operations are done by the rules of interval arithmetic [4, 5, 6 ] such a value is called an estimation of a direct function image [5] .
Interval ε-Minimization Problem
where value ε affects width of the box [p] * . If set of possible values of x variable is defined by equality and inequality constraints e i (x) = 0, g j (x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , c e , j = 1, . . . , c g than it is proposed to substitute target inclusion function [f ] (x) with the following auxiliary function [F ] (x) which uses interval penalty functions:
where [5] , where values
Interval Genetic Algorithm
Interval genetic algorithm refers to the group of meta-heuristic algorithms which model evolution processes. Such algorithms base on inheritance, mutation, selection and cross-over procedures. To describe them it is convenient to use definitions from genetics: population -finite set of individiuals (each individual is represented via parameters which are coded in the form of chromosomes), chromosome -ordered sequence of genes, genotype -set of individual's chromosomes. In interval genetic algorithm genotype is used to code a box which is associated with an individual. Proposed algorithm can use different algorithms of coding: modified binary (uses sequences of zeros and ones to code a box) and ternary (uses system of three symbols). Decoding of individual's genotype in both cases results into a box which is associated with individual.
Adaptive Interval Algorithm
Adaptive interval algorithm works with three groups of boxes. Each of them has its own representation of collective knowledge coupled with procedures of its processing and renewal. Collective knowledge is treated as aggregated information about target function, which is accumulated during algorithm iterations. The algorithm works with following groups:
• Best -group of the most perspective boxes (they correspond to the lowest values of direct function image estimations). Collective knowledge of this group is represented via the set
which consists of C + B good and C − B bad boxes. They correspond to mimimum and maximum values of direct function image estimations accordingly. New box is generated in such a way that it is pulled to good boxes and pushed from bad ones;
• Worst -group of the leaset perspective boxes (they correspond to the biggest values of direct function image estimations). Collective knowledge of this group is represented via the set of probability density func-
which are used to generate new boxes (boxes with lower value of the direct function image estimation have greater probability to be generated).
• Avearage -group of boxes which do not belong to previously described groups. Collective knowledge of this group is represented via the set
. New box is generated in such a way that the overall distance from it to boxes in Z A is maximized. This allows to promote investigation of new areas.
Adaptivity property of the algorithm is implemented by the analysis of all collective knowledges of the described groups, i.e. by the use of target function features coupled with different mechanics of new box generation.
Technical System Design Problems
In this section we have applied previously described interval meta-heuristic optimization algorithms to technical system design problems.
Pressure Vessel Design
The objective is to minimize total cost of compressed air storage tank [12] . List of design variables: x 1 -thickness, x 2 -thickness of the head, x 3 -inner radius, x 4 -length of cylindrical section of the vessel. Problem can be formalized as follows: Comparison of the results obtained by particle swarm optimization (PSO) and interval genetic algorithm (IGA) can be found in table 1. 
Speed Reducer Design
The objective is to minimize total weight of speed reducer [3] subject to constraints on bending stress of the gear teeth, surface stress, transverse deflections of the shafts and stresses in the shaft. List of design variables: x 1 -face width, x 2 -module of teeth, x 3 -number of teeth on pinion, x 4 -length of the first shaft between bearings, x 5 -length of the second shaft between bearings, x 6 -diameter of the first shaft, x 7 -diameter of the first shaft. Comparison of the results obtained by particle swarm optimization (PSO) and adaptive interval algorithm (AIA) can be found in table 2. 
Main Results
In the present work interval meta-heuristic optimization techniques (interval genetic algorithm and adaptive interval algorithm) were considered. These newly developed algorithms were applied to technical system design problems: pressure vessel and speed reducer designs. Obtained results prove the efficiency, all problems were solved with admissible accuracy.
